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1. Why are you passionate about philanthropy?
Philanthropy to me is all about impacting lives with more
resources and opportunity; giving the ability to make changes
for the future, and more importantly for the generations to come.
2. Why are you supporting PTS?
Vision Consulting Sports Management have vested interest
in empowering Women in sports. I have decided to support
PTS because of their active efforts within this endeavour, also
their transparency in funding. With PTS, I know that 100 of my
contribution will go directly to the athletes.
3. How do you think your contribution will affect
‘empowering female athletes in disability sport’.
By supporting PTS and Jordanne, I know that this will inspire and
encourage more female athletes in disability sports.
4. Tell us a few words of advice about ‘Life, hard work and

determination’.
Keep your dreams alive; understand to achieve anything
requires faith, hard-work, determination and dedication.
5. What is your favourite quote?
- Success in life comes when you simply refuse to give up, with
goals so strong that obstacles, failure, and loss only act as
motivation.

Tennis Champion Jordanne Whiley MBE

